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In 1990, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) initiated a national evaluation of its lowincome Weatherization Assistance Program. This report, which is one of five parts of that
evaluation, evaluates the energy savings and cost-effectiveness of the Program as it had been
applied to single-family houses heated primarily by fuel-oil. The study was based upon a
representative sample (41 local weatherization agencies, 222
and 115 control houses)
from the nine northeastern states during 1991 and 1992 program years.
Dwelling-specific and agency-level data on measures installed, costs, and service delivery
procedures were collected from the sampled agencies. Space-heating fuel-oil consumption, indoor
temperature, and outdoor temperature were monitored at each house. Dwelling characteristics,
air-leakage measurements, space-heating system steady-state efficiency measurements, safety
inspections, and occupant questionnaires were also collected or performed at each monitored
house.
We estimate that the Program weatherized a total of 23,400 single-family fuel-oil heated
houses in the nine northeastern states during program years 1991 and 1992. Annual fuel-oil
savings were calculated using regression techniques to normalize the savings to standard weather
conditions. For the northeast region, annual net fuel-oil savings averaged 160 gallons per house,
or 17.7% of pre-weatherization consumption. Although indoor temperatures changed in
individual houses following weatherization, there was no average change and no significant
difference as compared to the control houses; thus, there was no overall indoor temperature takeback effect influencing fuel-oil savings.
The weatherization work was performed cost effectively in these houses from the Program
perspective, which included both installation costs and overhead and management costs but did
not include non-energy benefits (such as employment and environmental). Total average costs
were $1819 per house ($1192 for installation labor and materials, and $627 for overhead and
and the
ratio was 1.48.
A general trend toward
fuel-oil savings was observed in houses with
high pre-weatherization fuel-oil consumption. Program savings could likely be increased by
targeting higher energy consumers for weatherization, although equity issues would have to be
considered. Weatherization measures associated with higher-than-average savings were use of a
blower door for air-sealing, attic and wall insulation, and replacement space-heating systems.
Space-heating system
were not particularly effective at improving the steady-state
efficiency of systems, although other benefits such as improved seasonal efficiency, and system
safety and reliability may have resulted. The Program should investigate methods of improving
the selection and/or application of space-heating system tune-ups and actively promote improved
tune-up procedures that have been developed as a primary technology transfer activity. Houses
were more air-tight following weatherization, but still leakier than what is achievable. Additional
technology transfer effort is recommended to increase the use of blower doors considering that
only half the weatherized houses used a blower door during air sealing. A guidebook developed
by a committee of experts and covering a full range of blower-door topics might be a useful
technology transfer and training document. Weatherization appeared to make occupants feel
better about their house and house environment.
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The multifamily case studies that are the subject of this report were conducted to provide a better
understanding of the approach taken by program operators in weatherizing large buildings. Because
of significant variations in building construction and energy systems across the country, five states
were selected based on their high level of multifamily weatherization. This report summarizes
findings from case studies conducted by multifamily weatherization operations in five cities: New
York City; Springfield, Massachusetts; Chicago, Illinois;
Paul, Minnesota; and Seattle,
Washington. The case studies were conducted by members of the staff of the Synertech Systems
Corporation between January and November 1994.
This document is the last in a series of reports to be delivered to the
Department of Energy by
Ridge National Laboratory in support of the National Evaluation of the Weatherization
Assistance Program. It builds on findings from earlier work which documented the results of an
extensive survey of multifamily weatherization operations in 33 states (MacDonald 1993).
Each of the case studies involved extensive interviews with the staff of weatherization subgrantees
conducting multifamily weatherization,the inspection of 4 to 12 buildings weatherized between 1991
and 1993, and the analysis of savings and costs. Draft reports of each case study were circulated to
local agencies for their feedback, much of which has been incorporated into the current versions that
are included in this report.
The case studies focused on innovative techniques which appear to work well.
Several highlights of findings follow:

.

Weatherization program operators in two of the cities studied make it a point to gather historical
energy consumption data. They use it both to inform building auditing and to develop options for
energy conservation retrofits. These agencies also tend to concentrate their attention during the
audit in the boiler room. Frequently, control changes and equipment revitalization or replacement
are undertaken when patterns of fuel consumption and the result of instrumented audits suggest
that such tactics merit implementation. Weatherizationjobs in these cities are usually quite costeffective.
In the hands of skilled technicians, modern energy auditing tools, including audit software, can
be used to determine what is likely to be cost effective, to produce a work order for contractors,
and to make it clear to all parties that aprofessional job is contemplated. This last feature, coupled
with a good record of prior weatherization work, is useful in attracting investments from building
owners.
Building owner cooperation (and investment) is further enhanced in New York City by an
organization which specializesin conducting financial analyses of conservation-relatedcash flow
and arranging for low-interest funding.

V

Much multifamily weatherization work includes replacement windows. In most cases these save
at least some energy (depending on the condition of the windows replaced and other factors, of
course), but their expense rarely results in cost-effectivework when only the reduction in energy
costs is considered. This fact is used by some agencies to forge favorable financial agreements
with building owners, most of whom are anxious to have new windows installed.
Most multifamily weatherizationoperations now routinely include the replacement of inefficient
incandescent lighting with more efficient compact fluorescent lighting or (outside) high-pressure
sodium fixtures. These lighting retrofits are almost universally cost-effective.
New efforts by weatherization organizations on water conservation and on replacement of
inefficient refrigerators with high efficiency units are important for larger multifamily buildings.
New York City had recently started a pilot project on refrigerator replacement at the time of our
surveys, and they also had a water conservation program that targets buildings with high water
usage.
Multifamily buildings tend to be complex, and it is sometimes difficult to understand how their
systems
There remain a number of elements of multifamily weatherizationwhich continue
to he difficult to analyze. Even with what is known, there is substantial unevenness in skill levels
within the weatherization community. Many analyses are conducted on more complex multifamily
buildings using single family housing analysis methods. However, the multifamilybuildings are often
quite different, with the result that analysis results are inadequate or incorrect.
Therefore, in parallel with the advancement of practical research in building science, there is a need
for effective sharing of information on any advances in methods throughout the weatherization
community and beyond. Well-conceived and conducted training and technical assistance could
usefully cover a range of topics, from energy auditing to the honing of skills in construction
management.
All multifamily weatherization operations studied are eager for the opportunity to expand their
programs and are largely well equipped to do so.
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